Educational Tour

Uka Tarsadia University aims at holistic development of students through its various innovative courses. World Famous Places and Tourist Places in India are a few such elective courses offered to BBA and B. Com students at B.V. Patel Institute of Business Management, Computer & Information Technology.

In this connection an educational tour to CHAMPANER ARCHAEOLOGICAL PARK (A UNESCO World Heritage Centre) and Laxmi Vilas Palace, Maharaja Fatesingh Museum, Sayaji Baug and Ajwa Fun World at Vadodara has been organized in October and November 2012. The objective was to class room and theoretical learning with experiential learning.

A total of 331 students of BBA and B.Com accompanied by their subject teachers (Divya Gadaria, Vimal Tailor, Dharmaraj Solanki and Arpana Patel) visited these famous historical places and acquired the related knowledge.